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Tasks for Authentic English Communication

Abstract: Teachers and learners of English as a foreign language (EFL) can easily lose sight of the purpose of language learning when there are few opportunities to use the language. Therefore EFL teachers need to create tasks for authentic use of English. Computer-mediated communication provides many options for using English to interact with foreigners in meaningful ways and for culture learning. This paper presents tasks that created a real audience for writing an introduction letter, requesting a pamphlet from a foreign school and developing a friendship with an American university student. Although there are risks to including authentic communication tasks in a curriculum, they are valuable for helping students become users of English.

The purpose of teaching English as a foreign language (EFL) is to help students develop the knowledge and skills to communicate with foreigners; however this purpose can be forgotten because opportunities for learners to use the language are rare. Likewise, EFL learners can easily lose sight of the goal of language for communication when English education focuses on university entrance test preparation. Therefore, Japanese university students’ attitude toward continued English study has been described as apathetic and lacking motivation (McVeigh, 2001). Thus, university EFL teachers need to help learners develop new aims for continuing English language study (Antonio & O’Donnell, 2004).

Although the Japanese Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) has included ‘communication’ as an objective in its English education guidelines since 1989, it was difficult to implement (Sakai, 2011). The 2003 guidelines entitled, “Cultivating Japanese with English Abilities,” specifically call for university graduates to be able to use English at a professional level in their work. University EFL educators play an important role in helping students to learn to use the language they have studied for communicative purposes. Real contexts for use of English have become a necessity and teachers need to creatively arrange these opportunities in the classroom (Iwai and Rinnert, 2010).

Tasks which use English for authentic communication can renew learners’ motivation to improve their English ability. Japanese university students when surveyed have shown their desire for authentic English communication opportunities (Tanoue, 2004; Yoshida et al, 2012). When there is an authentic audience for English communication besides the teacher, students’ motivation has been shown to increase (Collins et al, 2009; Rooks, 2008).
Even when learners' ability is inadequate, “once the learners experience the pleasure of using English (and its difficulty, too), they appear to become more eager to seek further opportunities to study and use it, even without being required to do so by others” (Iwai & Rinnert, pp. 283–284). Furthermore, opportunity to use English for authentic communication was shown to help highly motivated Japanese EFL learners to maintain their motivation (Tanaka, 2011).

Communication technology can connect EFL learners to other English speakers and create real communication contexts. Computer-mediated-communication (CMC) through electronic mail, video conferencing among others, has been used for authentic, interactive and meaningful communication in Japanese universities (Collins et al., 2009; Shiozawa, 2005; Uchida & Mori, 2011). CMC is a way for learners to interact across barriers of language, distance and culture (Byram & Feng, 2004; Ware & Kramsch, 2005). Tandem learning projects which connect pairs of learners with different native languages to interact and learn each other's languages, have been shown to influence all aspects of language learning (Kabata & Edasawa, 2011). Email exchange tasks were found to be an optimal learning experience in which “students were focused on the language as a means of communication but also on its form as they tried to make themselves understood. In this way, the participants seemed to experience both the indirect focus that enhances fluency and the kind of noticing that contributes to accuracy in language use” (Egbert, 2003, p. 512). Whether the communication is asynchronous as in email, or synchronous as in video conferencing, learners experience language as a flexible tool for building relationships. Moreover, when these relationships are cross-cultural learners are exposed to various lessons in cultural learning.

Learning about culture, an element of foreign language teaching, may begin as a facts-oriented study, yet is thought to be best learned in experiential ways (Byram & Feng, 1997). Computer mediated communication with people in a different culture includes many elements of intercultural communication. Learners will experience interesting discoveries and unexpected problems. There will be differences in communication style, academic calendars and time zones. More importantly, stereotypes are often modified, leading to more complex ideas of the other culture (Itakura, 2004).

Computer-mediated authentic English tasks involve risks for the learners and the teacher (Levy, 2007). The learners feel pressure in how they convey themselves to a foreigner who may be a peer. Misunderstandings due to cultural differences do occur (Ware & Kramsch, 2005). The teacher takes multiple risks logistically and technologically. Moreover, the teacher cannot control the degree of cooperation of foreigner participants. However, by accepting risk in the classroom the teacher is modeling an attitude of flexibility which is necessary in intercultural communication. The risks and the effort of computer-mediated authentic tasks also show the learner the value the teacher places on students becoming English users.

This paper presents tasks that involve authentic use of English by Japanese learners in EFL communication classes at Nagano Prefectural College. The tasks provided the students with experiences of using English for its intended purpose, communicating with native English speakers. Having a real audience for English writing and speaking tasks resulted in students showing seriousness and excitement about doing the tasks. Some of the tasks were tandem learning involving interaction with American university students studying Japanese language and culture. The classes were conducted in classrooms without computers.

Nagano Prefectural College (NPC) has an academic agreement with The University of Missouri St. Louis (UMSL) in the USA at which there are students who learn Japanese. Instructors of the Japanese classes were contacted and tasks that were beneficial to learners at both campuses were planned. The academic calendars of the two schools only overlap for one month in April and two months in the fall.
Description of Authentic English Communication Tasks

The first two tasks described are incorporated into a writing class for first year English majors. The aim of the class is to develop English writing skill, for letters and essays which the students may use in the future at a university or work place. In the past assignments were read only by the teacher, and any real purpose was an imagined one in the future. This differs from real-life writing which envisions the audience and has a communicative purpose. In order to develop this element of an authentic audience the following two tasks were initiated.

A. Introduction Letter

Writing a self-introduction letter is a common assignment in writing classes and textbooks. Although there is a valid reason for learners to introduce themselves to a new teacher, there is little excitement. However, when the NPC students were asked to introduce themselves to American university students they showed earnestness, excitement and anticipation of possible relationship with a peer.

The UMSL students wrote brief letters in Japanese on picture postcards and sent them to Japan. Meanwhile, the NPC students wrote introduction letters in English. In both locations the teacher sent the students’ letters in a packet in order to monitor completion of the task, ensure timely delivery and because envelop writing had not been taught yet. It was intended for the packet of postcards to arrive before the NPC students wrote the final draft of their letters in order to personalize the communication, but the postcards arrived late. Even though the NPC students wrote to an unknown American student they were still very serious about their letter knowing that an American would read it. Some of them included a Japanese message on the back making it a bilingual letter. Some of the NPC students included their email address which resulted in some email communication and one UMSL student visiting Nagano City (photo follows).

The UMSL student’s teacher observed that the student gained confidence in Japanese language following the communication exchange and visit.

B. Request a Pamphlet

Learning to write a letter and envelope in English is for the purpose of sending the letter overseas, yet few learners have actually done that (Chujo, 2010). In this task learners wrote a letter to a language school or university overseas and requested a pamphlet of the school. The students chose a school from a list of schools and addresses. Instruction on the content of the letter and on how to address an envelope was given. The students were then given an envelope and asked to purchase a stamp for it. The learners wrote a draft of the letter and envelope. As above, the authentic nature of this task caused the students to be very serious about accurately communicating their ideas and completing the envelope.

In the following term the pamphlets were brought to class where learners’ curiosity about other schools led into the next task of writing a report about the schools. Because not every learner received a pamphlet pairs were formed and they collaborated to write different sections of the report. Learners also used the internet to find
additional information about the schools’ location and programs.

C. Email exchange and live chat

The following series of tasks was a part of an English Communication class for 2nd year English majors at NPC. These tasks were planned to compliment the education of 3rd and 4th year American students studying Japanese at UMSL. A series of four tasks, called ‘Friends Project,’ was planned for the participants to learn about friendships in the other culture and in the process become friends that would enjoy live conversation. The tasks were sequenced to gradually increase depth of thinking and self-revealing.

Task 1: exchange email introduction letters
Task 2: exchange questions about high school friendships
Task 3: write a response to the following questions, ‘What do you look for in a friend?’ ‘How do you communicate with friends?’
Task 4: prepare appointment and topics for live chat

The four tasks were completed in the learners’ L2, but subsequent communication was private and could be in either language. Bilingual communication would be authentic for these participants and ease the process of becoming friends (Billingsley & Whalley, 2000). The tasks were sent to the foreign partner by a due date along with being submitted to the teacher. All communication between the groups was done outside of class due to the two classrooms not having internet access and the 15 hour time difference.

Preparation for the task sequence involved arranging the 30 NPC students in groups to be paired with the 10 UMSL students. Photos were taken of the participants and sent prior to writing the introduction emails.

Task 1 was completed with only one group experiencing difficulty due to a change in email address. NPC students showed excitement and anxiety as they began using English for real purposes. Through the introduction letters the NPC students learned about age and racial diversity of American university students.

Task 2 proceeded as planned with the NPC students discovering similarities and differences in high school friendships.

Task 3 was the most structured of the tasks, asking the participants to write responses to two questions, ‘What do you look for in a friend?’ ‘How do you communicate with your friends?’ The NPC students found the first question to be very difficult to understand. Not only was the phrase ‘to look for in’ new to them, but the concept of seeking a friendship with someone because of some trait was an idea they were unfamiliar with as expressed in the comment below.

“We hardly have thought about how to make friends, but we look for feeling of comfortable, relief and joyful in a friend.” (Group 6)

“When we look for a friend, we try to talk with many students and play many times. We think that it is important to communicate face to face with many students. If we can confess our secret, we think we find a real friend!” (Group 5)

The NPC students sent their responses but only five of the ten groups received responses from the UMSL students. The lack of student autonomy in this task and also the timing, during a one-week holiday at UMSL, may have contributed to the low response rate by the Americans.

Task 4 involved planning some topics for the live chat. NPC students needed to find a time when their group members and the UMSL partner had available time. This became difficult
as the UMSL exam week approached and communication broke down between several partners. Four of the groups did accomplish the actual live chat, usually talking for about one hour.

The Japanese students at NPC developed a broader view of American culture through the series of tasks. They noticed great diversity in the UMSL student body (different races, ages and marital status, post-graduates and international students). Additionally, they got to know people who did not fit their image of the ‘friendly American.’ The NPC students, when asked to evaluate the project, were positive about using English for authentic communication with a foreigner, as seen in the following comments.

“I had never communicated with a foreigner so I was very worried. But this project was a very good experience for me.”

“Through writing and speaking in English with a same age foreign person I became to want to know a different culture. That is why ‘Friends Project’ made me aggressive.”

“I learned that not all people fit the stereotype of Americans. I was afraid of communication with other language people because of words, but I learned to feel fun in it!

Negative comments expressed disappointment when communication broke down, the desire for more communication and for more American participants as expressed in the following comments.

“We need more time and more American students.”

“Friends Project was good experience, but I wanted to more communication with students.”

“This project is good experience, but our team didn’t Skype. You must give equality of opportunity.”

Future authentic communication tasks can be improved in many ways. A weakness of the email exchange and live chat task was the arrangement of a group of Japanese students communicating with one American student. Planning for a one-to-one arrangement would increase the authenticity of the communication and ensure that all students are fully engaged in the tasks. Additionally, the timing of the email exchange task could be improved to avoid vacations and end of the term business of the American students.

Conclusion

Providing Japanese university students with assignments that use English for an authentic purpose can change their apathy into serious engagement in English communication. This paper has shown tasks that can be incorporated into an EFL classroom that provide learners with a real context to use English. Even though the classroom was not a room with CALL facilities, the internet-based tasks could be completed by learners on their own time outside of class. Tasks that have learners communicate with people overseas involve uncertainty of how the other person will respond. Yet dealing with uncertainty is a part of the development of a person who can use English for intercultural communication and therefore a worthwhile addition to the EFL classroom.

The author would like to acknowledge Prof. Elizabeth Ecklekamp and Lecturer Amy Michael at The University of St. Louis for their willingness to incorporate new tasks into their curricula, and to the reviewer for helpful comments.
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